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ment and revival mystic occur and reoccur his answer is
the well worn and frequently overusedoverused resort to anthropology
and evolution man s need for security begets myth which
begets myth etc etc there is no consideration of course
of the possibility that the theory may be backwards that the
legends were influenced by true accounts of adamic forefathers
in former dispensations who communed with a living god and
taught of restorations and a god ruled millennium

the literature of shelley robert owen chesterton the
fabian society and gandhi are brought into parallelism as
further proof that the arthur legends are influenced by psy-
chologicalchological desire for a better age his statement christ was
a platonist cements the ever growing indications in mr ashe s

book that the author is caught in the parallel evolutions
and psychic origin trap so apparent in the intellectual liter-
ary criticism of today

mr ashe s conclusions are these arthur is best defined
as the british general who won the battle of mount badon
and who obviously was a real individual identified as a mili-
tary commander histories never called him a king welch
literature refers to him as an outstanding leader his name
became popular thereafter and many stories about his greatness
were circulated being influenced by the myths of the titans
of early legends and the psychological need of man to find a
renewal of life a golden age

HOWARD M BAHR BRUCE A CHADWICK AND DARWIN L
THOMAS eds population resources and the future non
malthusian perspective provo utah brigham young uni-
versity press 1972 352 ppap 5953955.955953953.95

reviewed by john H gardner professor of physics at
brigham young university who isis a past president of the
utah academy of scientific arts and letters and a recipient
of the karl G maesar distinguished teacher award

Is society perfectible this was a question much debated in
europe towards the end of the eighteenth century in dis-
cussionscus sions with his father who believed that it was thomas
robert malthus an english curate and economist advanced
the view that the realization of a happy society will always be
hindered by the tendency for population to increaseincrease faster than
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the means of subsistence the only positive checks to popula-
tion were held to be war famine and pestilence attended by
the influence of misery and vice he first published this
theory in 1798

although these views gained considerable attention at the
time and greatly influenced subsequent economiceconomic thought they
were contradicted by the facts in the large scale of history
superimposed on the ebb and flow of human fortune there is
a secular trend in the direction of progress by and large each
generation bequeathsbequeathes to succeeding generations a better life
than its own the idea of progress has hence become deeply
ingrained in the consciousness of western man

with the new ventures into outer space has come the al-
most universal realization that the earth and its resources are
limited pictures from the moon of spaceshipspace ship earth have
indelibly implanted in men s minds the finiteness of our world
and the fragility of our existence this together with the rapid
increase in urbanization and the attendant difficulties for hu-
man institutions of coping with the problems of high popula-
tion densities has again raised the spectre of overpopulation
A new breed of malthusian disciples has arisen with the cry
that whatever your cause it is a lost cause unless we check
the population explosion good causes will inevitably
become swamped by too many people time no 11
1969 the pervasiveness of the alarm in this country is evi-
denced by the appointment by president nixon of a commis-
sion on population and the public release by them of a film
urging restraint in propagation wider dissemination of birth
control information and devices and more liberal laws on con-
traceptiontraception and abortion

within the framework of man s present knowledge the
fact of the existence of a limit to the population the earth can
support is obvious at the present rate of growth within
500 years approximately the time elapsed since the discovery
of america there would be only one square yard of land
per person the neo malthusians suggest that if the stand-
ard of living of everyone on the earth were to be raised to that
of its average inhabitant which is considerably less than that
of the average north american the earth would support only a
small percentage more than live on it at the present time yet
the inertia of population growth is such that by the turn of
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the century world population will have almost doubled with
the result they claim that man will almost certainly have de-
graded his quality of life to the point that suffering misery
and despair will be the lot of the greater part of mankind
hence the urgent cry for government intervention into what
is considered by many as one of the most sacred rights of
individual couples the determination of family size

bahr chadwick and thomas have undertaken to examine
the premises of the neo malthusians with a view to providing
a calmer and more objective perspective on the problem of
population they have assembled a collection of essays on
various aspects of the problem of population and resources
some of them reprinted from other publications and some of
them written specifically for this one

the book is divided into seven parts 1 1 are proposals
for population control premature 2 overpopulation
the wrong problem 3 how full is the earth 4 what
everyone knows the disadvantages of large families and
high density 5 man the destroyer not necessarily 6
the crisis in future perspective and 7 population poli-
cies implicit values and ethical problems each part is pre-
ceded by an introduction by the editors which gives motivation
for and summaries of the articles included in that part alt-
hough technical material is not absent from the book the ar-
ticles are easily within the reach of the average reader

A number of the articles deal with the question of
whether or not we are reaching the limit of our natural re-
sources the collective impression one gains is that when-
ever we arrive at what is seemingly a limit of these resources
the ingenuity of man is brought to bear in such a way as to
break out of constraints which are seemingly impenetrable
for example the green revolution has led to surpluses in
food the fast breeder nuclear reactor can provide inexpensive
energy for centuries and fusion power which seems just around
the corner can supply inexpensive safe pollution free energy
for billions of years minerals can be recycled and man s
utilization of his living space can be restructured to accommo-
date comfortably many times the present world population
pollution can be avoided by innovative design of market and
control institutions that could more effectively cope with en-
vironmentalvironmental damage
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the notion of world population as being wildly out of
control is debunkedbunkeddebunkerde in a careful analysis to show that the
population of the world is decision determined right now
decisions are made however by individual families in response
to cultural forces in which they are immersed rather than by
government the ethical considerations relating to possible
governmental intervention into the loop are dealt with but
perhaps not adequately the moral problem involved in the
denial by a community of the right to life of the unborn when
there are those in the community willing and indeed anxious
to give them life is one of the deepest faced by man and
although bringing abundant new life into the world at the
present moment in history scarcely diminishes our own the
time seems to be not far distant when if indeed it does not
actually do so the better part of the community will be con-
vinced that it does diminish them as is made clearly evident
by the wide acceptance of the neo malthusian view then the
full force of the moral problem will be upon us and all
practical considerations aside this is the real issue which will
divide us

the book is very timely indeed it restores our faith in the
idea of human progress it provides an abundance of infor-
mation relating to an issue upon which we may all be bruised
by the course of events if we are not sufficiently well informed
to influence them
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reviewed by kenneth W godfrey a division coordinator
of seminaries and institutes of religion dr godfrey has
written many articles on topics important to the history of
the church and has contributed to several magazines and
publications of the church

having lived for three years in arizona and having visited
most of her towns and cities at least three or four times it
was a pleasant experience to go to mesa lehi again through
the pages of mr merrill s book this work not written for
the historian or the serious scholar provides many insights
into the settlement colonization and daily life of those people
who settled this part of arizona in the 1870s from this collec-
tion of very short articles which originally appeared in the


